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Adaptive
Leadership in a
VUCA World
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We’re living in uncharted territory
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“Whenever civilization has gone
through one of these disruptive,
dislocating technical revolutions…the
whole world has changed in profound
ways. But there is something different
about the flattening of the world that
is going to be qualitatively different
from other such profound changes: the
speed and breadth with which it is
taking hold….This flattening process is
happening at warp speed and directly
or indirectly touching a lot more
people on the planet at once. The
faster and broader this transition to a
new era, the more likely is the
potential of disruption.”
The World Is Flat, Thomas Friedman
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Understanding VUCA

The notion of VUCA was
introduced by the U.S.
Army War College to
describe the more
volatile, uncertain,
complex, and ambiguous,
multilateral world which
resulted from the end of
the Cold War.
The acronym itself was
not created until the late
1990s, and it was not
until the terrorist attacks
of September 11, 2001,
that notion and acronym
really took hold.
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Volatility
Volatility refers to the
unpredictable nature of the nature,
speed, volume, and magnitude of
change. Apart from financial
turbulence, other drivers of
turbulence in business today
include digitization, connectivity,
trade liberalization, global
competition, and business model
innovation.
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Uncertainty
This refers to the lack of predictability in
issues and events.
Important information is not known or
definite. It is doubtful, with a lack of clarity
about the present situation and future
outcomes; it is not able to be relied upon.
These volatile times make it difficult for
leaders to use past issues and events as
predictors of future outcomes, making
forecasting extremely difficult and decisionmaking challenging
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Complexity
There are often numerous and
difficult-to-understand causes
and mitigating factors (both
inside and outside the
organisation) involved in a
problem.
This layer of complexity – many
different and connected parts:
multiple key decision factors,
interaction between diverse
agents, emergence, adaptation,
co-evolution, weak signals –
added to the turbulence of
change and the absence of past
predictors, adds to the difficulty
of decision making
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Ambiguity
This refers to the lack of clarity about the
meaning of an event, or the “causes and
the ‘who, what, where, how, and why’
behind the things that are happening
(that) are unclear and hard to ascertain.”
the “inability to accurately conceptualize
threats and opportunities before they
become lethal.”
Ambiguity also means that a situations is
open to more than one interpretation –
the meaning of an event can be
understood in different ways – and this
gives hope.
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It’s not the strongest of the
species that survives, nor
the most intelligent…
Charles Darwin

but the most responsive
to change
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VUCA and
Leadership
This new VUCA
environment is taxing
even the most able of
leaders who may find their
skills growing obsolete as
quickly as their
organisations change in
this volatile, unpredictable
landscape and requires
leaders to possess more
complex and adaptive
thinking abilities.
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Adaptive leadership is
about change that
enables the capacity to
thrive
New environments and new
dreams demand new strategies
and abilities, as well as the
leadership to mobilise them. As
in evolution, these new
combinations and variations help
organisations thrive under
challenging circumstances rather
than die, regress, or contract.
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Adaptive change
interventions build on the
past rather than jettison it
Successful adaptations are thus both
conservative and progressive. They make
the best possible use of previous wisdom
and know-how. The most effective
leadership anchors change in the values,
competencies, and strategic orientations
that should endure in the organisation.
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Leading in a VUCA world
Understanding Technical vs Adaptive Challenges
Understanding complexity
Challenging your assumptions
Innovation
Experiment and Learn
Managing change
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Adaptive vs
Technical
Challenges

The legacy of Douglas and Eleanor Murray

Invest in South Africa’s potential
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Adaptive vs Technical Challenges
Technical challenges are those that can be solved by the knowledge of experts,
whereas adaptive challenges are complex and ambiguous in nature, and may
be volatile or unpredictable
Adaptive challenges refer to situations where there are no known solutions to
the problem or cases where there are too many solutions but no clear choices.
Adaptive challenges are by nature, adaptive, which also means they are fluid
and change with circumstances.
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Technical challenge
16

Adaptive challenge
17

Adaptive challenge
18
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Distinguishing technical and adaptive
challenges
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Diagnose the adaptive challenges
Separate a problem’s technical elements from its adaptive elements through
looking for two characteristic signals: a cycle of failure and a persistent
dependence on authority
Look beyond what people are saying about adaptive challenges
Distinguish the challenge from these archetypes: 1. gap between espoused
values and behaviour, 2. competing commitments, 3. speaking the
unspeakable,
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Identifying a primary adaptive challenge
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Learning Activity: Selecting an Adaptive
Challenge
• Think about the challenges facing your organisation or work unit.
Develop a list of 2-3 critical challenges that you think fall into the
category of adaptive challenges
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Understanding
Complexity

The legacy of Douglas and Eleanor Murray
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Baking a cake
Recipe
Tested to assure
replicability
With practice, we can
improve the outcome
We can generally know
what to expect
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Invest in South Africa’s potential
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Rocket to the moon
Very extensive manual;
A formula
High level of expertise
necessary
Separate into parts and
then coordinate
If we follow the instructions, it
will very likely work
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Raising a child
No recipe or formula
Very extensive
manual;
A formula
SuccessHigh
with one
gives no
level
of
assurance of future
success
expertise
necessary
Separate intoExpertise is helpful
but not sufficient
parts and then
coordinate
Outcome unknown!
The legacy of Douglas and Eleanor Murray

Invest in South Africa’s potential
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Simple
SIMPLE
The recipe is essential
Recipes are tested to assure
replicability
No particular expertise
Recipes produce standard
products
Certainty of same results
every time
Known!
Brenda Zimmerman 2010
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Simple & Complicated
SIMPLE

COMPLICATED

The recipe is essential

Formula are critical

Recipes are tested to assure
replicability

Doing it once increases
assurance for next time

No particular expertise

High level of expertise &
coordination necessary

Recipes produce standard
products

Rockets are similar in
critical ways

Certainty of same results
every time

High degree of certainty of
outcome

Known!

Knowable!
Brenda Zimmerman 2010
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Simple, Complicated, Complex
SIMPLE

COMPLICATED

COMPLEX

The recipe is essential

Formula are critical

Formula only have
limited application

Recipes are tested to assure
replicability

Doing it once increases
assurance for next time

Raising one gives no
assurance of success

No particular expertise

High level of expertise &
coordination necessary

Expertise is key but not
sufficient; relationships!

Recipes produce standard
products

Rockets are similar in
critical ways

Can’t separate parts from
the whole

Certainty of same results
every time

High degree of certainty of
outcome

Every child is unique

Known!

Knowable!

The legacy of Douglas and Eleanor Murray

Unknowable!
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Brenda Zimmerman 2010
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Features of complexity

Uncertainty
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The problem
isn’t clear

No end point

Solutions are
not true/false
but
good/poor

Unique
situations and
contexts

A system. You
cannot isolate
the parts
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Implications for complexity
For Simple/Complicated
•
•
•
•
•

Plan, then Act
Aim for consistency
“Best practice”
“Blueprints”
Project management

For Complex
•
•
•
•

“Act/Learn” at the same
time (feedback loops)
Many practices
Generative thinking &
relationships
Aim for coherence
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Learning Activity: Revisit your challenges
• Examine the challenges that you identified and select a single
complex challenge to work with
• Is the challenge simple, complicated, or complex
• Which parts of the challenge are technical (can be solved by existing
knowledge/expertise) and which parts require adaptive learning?
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Challenging your
Assumptions

The legacy of Douglas and Eleanor Murray
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To think out of the box, we have
to get to know our box…
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What is assumed about…
Yourselves
•
•
•
•
•

I am good at [X]
I am not good at [X]
I like/don’t like [X]
I can’t [X]
Others??
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What is assumed about…
Your Organisation
•
•
•
•
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We are like [X]
We work like [X]
We’ll never be able to [X]
The problem is [X]
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What is assumed about…
The Challenge
•
•
•
•
•

Covid has resulted in [X]
4IR means [X] for our organisation
The problem is [X]
[X] is impossible
Others??
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Fixed versus Growth mentality

https://www.fearlessmotivation.com/2017/11/05/fixed-mindset-vs-growth-mindset/
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Getting out of the box
1. Look inside your “box”. What assumptions do you
want to change/remove? Choose 1-2 assumptions
that are relevant to your challenge that you’d like to
work with.
2. Take these out of the box. Go back to your challenge.
3. With this/these assumption(s) removed, what is
revealed?
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Innovation

The legacy of Douglas and Eleanor Murray

Invest in South Africa’s potential
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The best way to
find a good idea is
to have lots of
them and throw
the bad ones
away. – Nesta
The legacy of Douglas and Eleanor Murray

Invest in South Africa’s potential
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Ideation “Buffet”
42
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1. Positive Deviance
2. Design Thinking
3. Add/Subtract/Extend
4. Bricolage
5. Break the Rules
43

Positive Deviance
What is already
working?
Where is the
problem not
present?
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Design Thinking
What are the pain points?
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Add/Subtract/Extend
How can we tweak the
existing model?
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Bricolage
How can we
recombine
existing
elements?
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Break the Rules
How do we
invert
conventional
thinking?
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Learning Activity: Innovation
• Select one or more of the innovation techniques and use them to
generate options (different ideas that could provide a new solution to
your challenge)
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Experiment and
Learn

The legacy of Douglas and Eleanor Murray
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WHY LEARNING IS IMPORTANT
If we are in building organisations under
conditions of extreme uncertainty then the
most vital function is learning.
Understanding what aspects of our
products and strategies are functioning
well, and which are failing is one of the
most important learning curves a business
faces. This learning process allows us to
adapt and update, improving upon both
products and service.
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BUILD-MEASURE-LEARN
The fundamental activity of innovation
is to turn ideas into products or services
or solutions, measure how customers
respond, and then learn whether to
pivot or persevere.
All successful innovation processes
should be geared to accelerate that
feedback loop. The learning experience
is important and expressed through
multiple experiments carried out in
order to reach a final product or
service.
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VALIDATED LEARNING
Learning can be validated scientifically, by
running experiments that allow us to test
each element of our vision Buildmeasure-learn.
In order to achieve the key goal of a
innovation - transforming an idea into a
solution or product or service – you need
to be able to take customers reactions,
measure, and learn from the results.
Are you on the right track or not?
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EXPERIMENTING IS IMPORTANT
Successful innovation relies on experiments
following a scientific method. In order to
learn about your product and strategies,
you should begin with a hypothesis. This is
a simple assumption about what you think
will happen. Then, by carrying out tests, you
will be able to either prove or disprove the
validity of the products or service or
solution.
This goes beyond things like surveys. If you
can set up a real-life test with real products
and services you will find yourself a lot
closer to truly testing your predictions and
learning from the experiment.
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THE TEST
Testing involves creating create a minimum viable product (MVP) which is a physical version of your
product which will allow you to enter the build phase.
The idea of the MVP is that it will be made in the least amount of time with the last amount of effort.
The idea is to get something out there as soon as possible so you can start learning and developing. The
MVP may lack certain features but will be a good starting point for future adaptions.
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INNOVATION ACCOUNTING
Innovation accounting works by first
identifying the baseline. Discovering
exactly where the business is currently
at and how they are really performing.
Secondly, innovation accounting ‘tunes
the engine’.
Startups need to examine more than
gross numbers (like total revenue/total
customers). Innovation accounting
focuses on measuring actionable
metrics. In order for a metric to be
actionable it must display cause and
affect.
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Learning Activity: Testing your Solution
Use the worksheets provided to design a test for your proposed
solution
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Managing Complex Change
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